Pupil views


We enjoy school because lessons are fun and we like going on Matheletics.



We feel safe because the teachers are around and the police.



There is not anything to improve except we would to do more physical education.



We feel happy when we do something exciting.



School is fun because sometimes you get to do what you want to.



It could be improved by having more equipment on the playground so nobody gets into a
fight.



In PE we could do more interesting things like running around a track and high jump and
long jump



I really enjoy school because the teachers are friendly and make me feel safe. They also
make lessons fun.



At playtimes most of the time everyone gets on. The same at lunchtime. As the teachers
are nice the improvement in my in my work is noticeable. I really enjoy learning as a result
of it.



I don’t think anything needs improving. I like the school the way it is!



I feel safe because the teachers support us. I feel happy because I have a friend. We don’t
have much bullying in school.



I like it when we go swimming, and go on trips and we learn. Playtimes are fun because I
have friends. At lunchtimes we get to go on the timber trail.



I like maths because it’s fun with Mrs Norris, I think I can progress by practicing. We think
school is alright at the moment.



We don’t need to improve our school because it is the best school ever.



What is good about our school – there are animals and clubs and music lessons.



We enjoy school because we use lots of ICT.



The things that are good about school the ICT and after school clubs.



We think that school could be improved by doing more sports, e.g. running, rounders and
high jump.



We enjoy school because the lessons are fun, especially with Mrs Norris.



The school is safe because the gates are always locked at playtimes.



We are happy because the teachers treat us equally.



We also like swimming.



The timber trail is good because it gives different things to do and play on.



The animals are also good because it teaches children how to care for animals and we get
to hold them.



Lunchtimes are fun because we’ve got equipment to play with like hula hoops, skipping
ropes, etc.



The lessons are good because we get to do fun things as well as learn.



We don’t know what we need to improve.



School can be improved by having more are lessons and getting better reading books like
Jacqueline Wilson, Micahel Morpego, and the diary of a wimpy kid.

